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ABSTRACT
Stomach Capacity, Digestion Rate, and 24-Hour
Consumption Rate for the Bear Lake Sculpin (Cottus Extensus)
by
Joseph H . Williamson, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1970

Major Professor: Dr. William T. Helm
Department: Wildlife Resources

A curvilinear regression model was used to deterrrrine an expected
stoma h capacity for any size Bear Lake sculpin with a standard length
between 4-9 . 5 centimeters .

Stomach con t e nts were then expressed as

a percent fullness and the change in percent fullness with time intervals
was used to compute an instantaneous digestion rate.

The mstantaneous

consumption rate was computed by the fo rmula C=log P 1 - log P td, where
0
C = instantaneous consumption rate.

The amount of food consumed

during a time interval was computed from the formula It=Ct St, where
It = amount of food ing ested during a time interval expressed in percent
fulh e ss of stomach.

The 24 hour consumption rate was computed by

summing the consumpti on rates for 4 consecutive time intervals of 6
hours each.
Studies in September, Decemb e r , and May give instantaneous
digestion rates of - . 424, -. 214, and -. 235 and total food consumption
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rates of 22 . 2, 10. 2, and 6. l percent of stomach capacity for each
individual fish in the p opulation.
(6J pages)

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

T h e rate at which energy can move through the food web 1s in
part determined by the productivity of the aquatic habitat .

Pro-

ductivity in turn can be measured indirectly by age and growth
studies on the fish populations present .

However in higher organisms

such as fish the production of biomass may not be an accurate measurement of the ene r gy entering into that link of the food web .

It has

been pointed out by Davis and Warren (1965) that in years of high population density the production of biomass may t>e r.onexistent but the
energy consumed and metabolized rna y be high.

Lakes with overcrowded

stunted populations would be good examples of this condition

It

must be remembe r ed that high population dens1ty is a relat1ve th1ng;
a more descriptive way of expressing population density would be
calories of available energy per individual.
To manage a fish population with the highest growth r ate possible
one needs to know at what rate energy is being passed through the
population .

With a rate on the passage of food through a fish, its

food equated to calories, and a rate at which that energy is produced
in the environment an estimate of the best population level for maximum
growth can be made .
The passage of food, which can be equated with ene rgy, th r ough
the Bear Lake sculpin (Cottus extensus) is as important as a growth
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study of the sculp1n .

To estimate the passage of energy through

sculpin the digestive rate as well as the consumption rate must be
measured .
The sculpin is an 1mportant link in the food web of Bear Lake.
The sculpin feeds on chironomids and cladocerans and occasional other
small invertebrates as opportumty perm1ts

The sculpm in turn

constitutes an important food item in the dtet of lake trout (Salvehnus
namaycush), cutthroat trout (Salmo clarkt) , rainbow t r out (Salmo
gairdneri irideus). and the Bonnevtlle whitefish (ProsopJUm spilonotus)
as reported by McConnell, Clark, and S1gler (1957) .
One of the problems m determining the amount of food passmg
through a fish populatiOn is the different sizes of fish in tha t population .

Hathaway (1927) states that a small hsh eats less than a

l a rg e f ish , but a sm a ll f1sh eats more per unlt body weight th a n a
l a rg e fish

Ignoring this problem a nd treating all fish as equal can

lead to a biased sample, especially where the number of individuals
comprising a sam ple is small

A sample conststing of small individuals

would underestimate food consumption and a sample of l a r ge individuals
would overestimate consumption .
the best estimate.

A large samp l e of mixed sizes gives

However there is still the problem of equating

different amounts of food in different size fish if any com pa r ison on
an individual basis is to be made.

This problem was handled by Kimball (1970) for brown trout
(Salmo trutta) and the rocky mount a in whitefish (Proso pJUm wil hamsoni)

l
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by determining the stomach capacity and then expressing the contents
as a percent of what the stomach could contain.
With both the brown trout and whitefish a non linear regression
model was used to express a relationship between length of fish and
stomach capacity .

This eliminated the need of measuring each individual

stomach in future samples .

The expected stomach capacity for any

fish (which fit this relati o nship) could be obtained by measuring the
fish and solving the following formula:
Y

x x2
bl bzb3

where Y is the e xpected stomach capacity,
blbzb 3 are regr e ssion coeffi c ients,
xis the fish's standard l e ngth in centimeters .
Kimba ll (1970) computed th e instantane ous digestion rat e from th e
slop e o f the linear regr e ssion line betw e en the independent time intervals and the dependent natural log of the percent fullness of the
sample.

The instantaneous consumption rate was calculated from the

formula, C = log P 1 - log P 0 + d
where

C = instantaneous consumption rate
= natural log of the percent fullness measurement at
end of time interval
log ~
natural log of the percent fullness measurement at
start of time interval
d
digestion rate.

log

FJ.

The amount of food ingested during a time i nterval was computed
by the formula, It

l
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where

It= amount of food ingeste d during a time interval expr essed
in percent fullness of stomach
Ct = instantaneous consumpti on rate during the time
interval

St = geometric aver age of percent fullness of stomach
during time interva l.
The 24-hour con s umption rate was calculated by summing the
a mounts of food ingested during the 4 consecutive time intervals of
6 hours eac h.

l
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Statement of Thesis Problem

Bear Lake, a l arge oligotro phic lake, contains four ende mic species
of fish:

Lhe Bonneville cisco (Prosopium gemifer). the Bonneville

whitefish (Pro so pium spilonotus). the Bear Lake whitefish (Prosopium
abyssicola) and the Bear Lake sculpin (Cottus extensus).

This alone

makes the management of Bear Lake a critical situation.

Fish have

been introduced in the past to improve the fishing without regard to
their impact on the native endemics .

Part of this problem has no doubt

been due to the l ack of information present on the endemic species.
This study will provide more information on the Bear Lake sculpin.
The primary objectives of this s tudy were:
l.

To determine the rela t ions hip between standard length and
stomach capacity.

2.

To determine the digestion r ate at different seasons .

No

attempt was made to correlate the difference with charges
in temperature, photoperiod, or metabolic changes in the
fish's physi ology.
3.

To determine the consumption rate during a 24 -hour period.

6

Bear Lake : Setting fo r the Study

The following statisti al information w as taken from McConnell,
Clark and Sigler (1957) and Smart (1958) .
Bear L ake, situated on the Utah-Idaho border, is a l a rg e
oligotrophic l ake occupying an a r ea of 284. 9 square kilometers.

The

long axis is 32 . 2 kilometers north to south , and the width varies be tween 6. 4 t o 12. 9 kilometers.

The deepest spot, ove r 61 meters, is on

the east sid e and the lake becomes shallower as one proceeds west .
More t h an half of the lake i s deeper than 30. 5 meter s.

Water is di-

""'"ted t o Lh e lake from the Bear River in the s pring and pumped out a s
needed for irrigation during th e summe r .

Although it i s possible to

lower the lake 6. 4 meLers by pumping, the annual fluctuation i s usually
only . 9 to 1. 2 meters.
The bottom typ es found i n the lake change with depth.

Out to

3 meters the bottom is r ocks except along the north, northwest, a nd
south sho r es which a r e sandy beaches.

Be tween 3 to 8 meters is

foun d sand, from 8 to 23 meters silt and marl, and over 23 meters
the bottom is com pos ed of fine gray silt marl.
Surf ace temperatures in summe r reach 21 C. and a the rm ocline
develops al about 15 meters.

Water temperature below 46 meters

sel dom excee ds 6. 7 C.
Rooted a quatics include cattail (Ty pha s p). bulrush (Scirpus sp),
and pondweed (Potamog e t on s p).

A dense growth of Ranunculus sp is
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found in a she ltered cove at the mouth of Swan Creek.
Invertebrate organisms found in the lake change in a bundance
according to the bottom types .

Gammarus, aquatic mites, midge larvae,

and crayfish can be found i n the rocky areas.
habited by mites and diplera l a rv ae .

Sandy areas ar e in-

Rooted aquatics are occupied by

midge larvae, gammaru s, mites, Mayfly, dragonfly, and damselfly
nymphs.

The sand-silt -m arl mixture maintains the maximum density

o f midge larvae along with some aquatic o lig oc haets and an ost r acod
found on or just above the surface.

Below 23 meters where the bottom

is fine silt marl oligochaets reach their maximum density and some
ostracods are also present.
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CHAPTER li

REVIEW OF LITERATURF.

Need for Digestion and Consumption Rates

Pearse (1924) stated the need for quantitative measurements on
the amounts of food a fish consumes from his environment so that the
fish manager will have some 1dea of the population levels which will
provide the greatest growth.

Surber (1930) emphasized the importance

of determining a fish's daily meal, the daily meal being the amount
of food ingested per day.

Ricker (1946) and Seaburg and Moyle (1964)

saw the need to distingui sh between the daily meal and the daily r a tion.
The daily ration being the grams of food ingested per day gram of
fish weight.

The estimation of a daily ration or a daily meal necess-

itates the estimation of a digestion r ate and a consumption rate.

Digestion Rate

Methods of determining
Digestion rates have been measured in different w ays over the
years.

Bajkov (1935) collected a large sampl e of fish at one time

and used part to determine the average amount of food in the stomach
at time of ca pture and the othe r s were place d in food free containers
in th e lake so that the temperature did not change.

A small number

of fish were then examined every few hours and it was possible to
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determine the rate of digestion by the change in ave r age volume of the
stomach contents.
Molnar and Tolg (1962a, 1962b) used X-rays to follow the digestion
of a piscivorous fo r ce -fed fish
Darnell and M eierotto (1962) determined t h e stages of diges t ion
of a "standard food item" (Hyalella azteca) in the labo r ato r y fo r
black bullheads (Ictalurus melas).
Hunt (1960) and Seaburg and Moyle (1964) d etermined d1gestion
rates by feeding a known volume of food and measuring by water displacement that r emaining in the stomach after a period of tlme.
Windell (1967) determined the percent or ganic matter of food
organisms, and after feeding flsh in the laboratory a known meal , re corded the rate at wh1ch the digest1ble organic matter d1sappeared
from the stomach .

Factors affecting digestion rate
Numerous factors have been reported as or suspected of affecting
the rate of digestion.
a r e:

Some of the factors a ff ec t ing digestion rate

tem perat u re, s i ze of fi sh, compos ition of foo d , am ou nt of f ood ,

handling , starvat ion. season or photoperiod, a nd m echanical effects of
gastric function.
Tempe r a t u r e.

Mol nar and Tolg (1962a) r e p o rted a chan ge i n the

rate of digestion of 50 percent between 5 a nd 10 C . fo r l a r gemouth
bass, (Micro pt e r us salmoides Lacepede).

The change in the d i gestion
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rate between successive 5 degree changes was not as large as the
change between 5 to 10 C .

Pomazovskaya (1962) reported that for

perch and the ruffe th e rate of digestion depended upon the w ate r
temperature
Size of fish.

Seaburg and Moyle (1964) reported a faster digestion

rate for bluegill (Lepom1.s macrochirus). pumpkinseed (Lepomis g1bbosus)
and black crapple (Pomoxis Nogromaculatus) than for larger game flsh
but digestion rates for the same kinds of food m different sizes of
panfishes were similar

Hunt (1960) reported a slower digeshon r ate

for lar ger gar than smaller ones a lth ough digestion rates vaned greatly
among the same size of fish .
Composition of food.

Seaburg and Moyle (1964) reported that the

digestion r a te of plant s w as slowe r than the digesnon rate of a nim a l
foods .

Pegel, Remorov , and Eroshenko (1966) state that the digest1on

rate is influenced by the type of food eaten.

Windell (1967) reported

no difference in digestion r a te for seven food organisms diffe ring in
percent of chitin .

He postula ted that the slower digestion r ate associated

with mealworms was due to the high fat content.

Windell an d Norn s

(1969) reported a differen ce in the dig e&tion rates for meals of
oligochaetes, pellets, and mealworms .

Twelve hours after ingestion

70 percent of the meal of oligochaetes was digested compared to 29 4
percenL for the mealworms and only 27. 9 percent for the pellets .
Amount of food .

Hunt (1960) reported that the r ate of d1gestion

in the gar (Lepisosteus platyrhincus) is related to the amount of food
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present.

In c reasing the s1ze o f th e meal by a factor of three caused

the d1gestion rate to slightly more than double.

Pomazovskaya (1962)

r e p o rted that for per ch the digestion r ate slowed down after 50 p e rc ent
of th e stomach volume w as dig es ted in 4 to 5 hours at 10 C.

Seaburg

and Moyle (1964) r eported that with panfishes at 17 . 7 to 23 . 3 C., 50
percent of the stomach volume w as digested in 4 to 5 hours and 7 5 per cent
in 12 hours

This indicated a slowing down of the digestion rate after

th e first 5 h ours .

Windell and Norris (1969) reported that for Salmo

gairdneri gastric dig es ti on proceeded rapidly until 7 5 per cent of the
stomach contents w ere removed and then slowed down.
Handling.

Hunt (1960) concluded that force feeding of warm outh

(Ch aenobry ttu s gu lo sus) did not alter the digestion r a t e since the
digestion r ate for fish force fed did not differ from control s which
consumed the meal vo luntarily.

Molnar and Tolg (1962a) conclud e d that

the digestion r ate of l a r gemou th bass was not affected by being
narcotized in a 2 methylchinoline (Quinaldin) solution since the
d igestion r ate d i d not differ from controls .

Windell (1967) pointed out

th e need for careful handling of fish used in digestion studies and
cited evid ence from recent studi es that handling pr oduces stress in
fish.
Sta r vation.

Windell (1 967) s howed that as the peri od of starvation

increased the rate of gas tric digestion decreased for bluegill sunfish,
(Lepomis macrochirus).

l
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Season or photoperiod.

Windell and Nor ris {1 969}. by e liminating

temperature as a variable, showed that the digestion rate was not
afftwted by changes in lhe photoperiod fo r rainbow trout, {Salmo gairdneri).
Me chanical effects o( gastric function.

Molnar, Tamassy, and

Tolg {1 96 7) sugg ested tha t an important influence on the digestion
rate would be the different ways in which foo d i s moved thr ough the
stomach.

Consumption R a te

Method s of determing
Measurements of consumption rates can be classified as d ir ect
or indirect.
Direct methods.

Bajkov {1935) cal culated the daily food consumption

of fish by using the formula D =A

24

where

n

D =the daily consumption,
A =the average amount of food in the stomac h ,
n=number of hours necessar y for passing all the
foo d from the stomach into the intesti ne {rate
of digestion) .
The d1gestion rate w as obtained by a digestion study at th e time of the
experiment and the average amount of foo d in the s tomach w a s calculated
from success ive collections during a twenty -four hour period.
Davi s a nd Warren {1968) reporte d that Fortunatova w a s able to
tell for pike {S cor p aena porcus L . ) on whi ch of the three pre v ious days
a f ood item was con sum ed .

The s iz e of the food ite m w as r e constructed

by t a bles using the length of the m a ndi bles o r size of the otoliths of the
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food orgamsm.

With this data consumption rates were calculated.

This method was only useful for ftsh which fed infrequently and
consutned Large food ilt'mS when they d1d eat.

Darnell and Meterotto (1962) established a time interval for the
dig e&lion by black bullheads of a standard food item.

By assuming

that the standard food item was representive of the other stomach con tents

ll

wa&

po~sible

a ume interval.

to calculate the amount of food ingested during

By sampling at three-hour time intervals a daily

consumption was determined.
Welch and Ball (1966) estimated benthos consumption by comparing
the ben thi c biomass lDSJde and outside of wire fish exclos•tres in the
presence and absence of fish predators.
lnduect methods.

Var10us tndtrect methods have been suggested

for determining the conBumption of fishes .

Davis and Warren (1968)

r eported that Winberg assumed that fi sh digest 85 percent of the
food they eat and lose 3 percent of the energy value through excretion
of nitrogenous waste .

Thus the metabolizable portion of the ration is

assumed to be 80 percent of the total ration.

Winberg further assumed

that th e metabo l ic rate of fish in nature is twice that of their routine
metabolic rate in the laboratory.

Winberg was then able to com pute

the consumption rate with the formula:
C= I. 25 (R
C
R
B

+ B) where

consumption r ate,
total energy of metabolism,
total change in energy value of materials of
body (gr owth).
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Davis and Warren (1968) explained the nitrogen balance method of
estimating consumption which has been used by Soviet fishery scientists.
In this method he r ate of nitrogen intake was estimated by summing the
rate at whi h nitrogen ac umulated in growth and the rate at which
nitrogen was lost through defication and excretion by the kidneys and
gills .

Knowing the r ate of nitrogen intake the food consumption rate

was estimated from the ratio of the nitrogen content to wet weight of
the food organism.
Davis and Warren (1968) gave a method for determining a consumption
rate from an estimated growth rate.

The growth rate of fish m the

laboratory fed a known amount of fo d or on a known consumption rate
wa s determined.

The growth rate of the wild fish was then used to

com pute their consumption rate.

Factors affectmg consumption rate
Some of the factors which have been suspected of affecting the
consumption rates of fish are temperature, size of fish, season or
photoperiod, and density of food organisms .
Temperature .

Hatha way (1927) found that food consumption

increased with incre ase of temperature .

Surber (1930) stated that the

amount of food consumed per unit of time was dependent on temperature.
Brown (1946) stated that an incre ase in temperatur e increased the
amount of food required for maintenance and increased the amount
eaten by the fish .

15

Size of fish.

Pearse (1924) reported that the amounts of food

consumed were proportional to the size of the fish, bu in relation
to their volume smaller fish eat more than larger fish.

Hathaway

(1927) showed that smaller fish in proportion to their body weight
consumed more than larger individua ls of the same species.

Surber

(1930) stated that the amount of food eaten by a fish per unit of time
was dependent on the size or age of that fish.

Seaburg and Moyle

(1964) reported that the average stomach volume of food found in
small fish was less than large fish.
Season or photoperiod.

Hathaway (1927) tested bass (Micropterus

salmoides) to see if photoperiod influenced food consumption.

There

seemed to be no definite correlation between photoperiod and the
quantity of food eaten .

Kogan (1963) reported that for a bream (Abrarnis

brama L. ) depending on vision to find its food on the bottom the minimum
and maximum amounts of food consumed depended on the length of
the photoperiod.
Density of food organisms.

Warren and Davis (1967) point out

the relationship between food density and consumption and the energy
cost of ob taining food .

16

CHAPTER III

METHODS OF PROCEDURE

Capturing Fish

The fish used fo r this study were a ll ca ptur e d using an eight
meter semi-balloon bottom trawl.

A small mesh liner in the cod end

of the net prevented the escape of small fish.

The trawl w as fish ed

from a large research platform, and was set and r et ri eved w i th the
aid of a small winch.
per hour

Towing s p eed w as a pproximately 5 kilo meters

Fish were collected at different de pths and areas of the

lake during the study.

Procedure for Determining the Relationship of Standard
Length to Stomach Capacity

A 1, 000 hte r cattle trough on the platform w as used as a holding
tank to keep fish alive .

When fish were captured below the therm oc line

water was obta in ed from below the thermocline b y using a gasoline
driven water pump and an appropri a t e length of garden hose .
pr event ed Joss of fish due to tempe r atu re shock.

This

Fish not used imme -

diately w e r e maintained at the laboratory in a circular m etal tank kept
cold and oxygenated b y the addition of unchlorinated city water.
Groups of 5 to 10 sculpin wer e taken from the holding tank a nd
anesthe ti ze d with MS-222.

Each fish w as measured to a hundredth of
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a centimeter wtth a vernter caliper and given an tdentihcation number .
Because of the small size of most of the stomachs, under one cubic
centimeter, a method other than the water Injection technique of
Ktmball was used

An undetected loss of water during the injection

of such a small stomach would constitute a large percentage error.
To elimmate th1s pr oblem red liqutd latex was substituted for w ater
as the injection medtum
apparent .

A leak in the stomach wall became immt!diately

To accomplish the injection the fish was cut open along the

ventral midline, a lateral cut was made behind the pectorals, and the
sides were pinned back to expose the abdomi nal cavity .

The stomach

was tied off w1 th light cord a t the p y loric s phmc ter and a blunt nosed
needle was mserted down th e eso ph agus into the stomach proper .

A

str ing was tied a r ound the esophagus at the juncture of the stomach
and held tight wh1le the mjecbon proceeded

Latex from a plasnc synnge

was injected into the stomach until just prwr to the burstmg of the stomach.
This burstmg pressure was le a rned by trtal and error

The needle

was then withdrawn maintaining the constant pressure so that the
volume vaca ted by the ne edle was filled w1th latex .

The strmg on the

upper esophagus was pulled tight and tted when the needle was completely
withdrawn

Fish with detected leaks were discarded .

Fish wtth stomachs

free from leaks and with an identifytng number attached were placed in
a lit"r of 10 percent formaldhyde solution with 10 milliliters of 2 percent
acetic acid added until the latex h a rdened tn 24 to 48 hours

The

stoma c.h along with the stom<Lch wall was then dissec.ted out of the hsh
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and a volumetric measurement was made using graduated cylind e r s,
to one twentieth of a c-ubic centimeter .

The stomac h wall was not

removed t.o prevent the Jos s of any unhardened liquid in the stomach
A sampl e of 157 fish 4 to 9 5 centime t e rs in length was inj ec ted
in thi s manner and volumetric measurements determjned

Mathema tic a l

and statistical analyses we r e then perfo rm ed to determine if a relationship between standard length and stomach capacity for the Bea r L ake
sculpin exis ted

19

D1gestwn Study Procedure

F1sh captu r ed for the d1gestion study were retained in the
holdmg tank on the platform until placed m the individual digestion
cages and lowered to the appropriate depth .

Fish captured below a

thermochne were returned below the thermoclme so the digestwn rate
was not affected by a temperature change during the dJgestion pen o·
When the lake was not stratlf1ed the cages were not lowered to any
great depth .
The cylindric al d1gestion cages were constructed from 0 . 6 em
hardw a re screen wh1ch allowed free circulation of water at all t1mes .
Because sculpm are bottom feeding fish and their principal food items,
ch1ronomids and cladocerans, are bottom assoc 1atmg it was not thought
necessary to prevent water from fully circulating through the cages .
Smce Bear Lake is an ohgotrophic lake the open water was free from
food organisms of a suffic1ent size for the sculp1n to feed on and care
was taken to insure that the cages were well off the bottom
During the inject1on of the stomachs it was noticed that the time
for the complete emptying o f the stomach was greater than 24 hours ,
so the samphng times for the digest1on study were set 6 hours a p a rt.
In the Septembe r study 10 fish wer e used as a sample .

Since 86

sculpin were captured 8 digest10n cages were used, the eighth cage
containing only 6 sculp1n .
study .

This allowed 48 hours for the digestion

In the December collec ti on 20 fish were placed in each d1gestion
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cage and only 4 cages were used .
l o ng .

The diges tion study was 24 hours

The initial sample to determine the percent fullness of the

population was tak en immediately in both cases.
In the May digestion study a change in the pr ocedur e w a s m a de .
Both of the prevwu s digestion studies h a d been conducted befo r e the
length to stomach capacity relationship had been fully determined and
ther efo r e no idea of the variance encounte r ed m the percent fullness
for individua ls comprising one sampl e was known

Prwr to the M ay

collection the fish length to stomach capacity relationship was used
to evaluate the previous two digestion studies.

It was found from

t ab l es in Ostel (1963) that a sample s1ze of 99 fish was needed to
det e rmme if a difference of 2 pe r cent in the percent fullness of
stomachs was s1gnlficant a t the . 05 level w 1th a Beta level at 0 . 5 .
This meant that l arger sampl es woul d be needed to more accu r a t e ly
estimate the digestion r ate.

Smc e 500 fish were needed for the sample

a nd it was unllke l y that 500 would be captured in one trawl,a c h ange m
the d1gestion study procedure was necessary .

Four trawls were mad e

over a 4 hour time p e rw d and th e fish com bined to make on e l a rge
sample.

Fish captured during th e first three trawls we r e k e pt alive in

a large plastic garbage p a il.

The last trawl was divided between the 4

digestion cage s and the initi a l sample.
keeping of a ll t r awls separate .

Space limita tions pre vente d the

It was nul puss ibl., l o l aunch the rese a rch

platform and the trawling was done with a small boat .

l
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Because the theoretical capacity of a known length fish was
available, the stomach from each fish was expressed in terms of
percent fullness.

This allowed rec ognition of individual differences

and determination of average percent fullness for the population at
that time.

The instantaneous digestion rate was obtained from the

slope of the linear regression line between the independent time
interval and the dependent natural log of the percent fullness of the
sample.

Food Consumption Rate Procedur e

The food consumption study was conducte d as soon after the
t l •>n

dig~s

study as possible for September and December and before the

dig e stion study for the May collection

In September and December a

sample size of 20 flsh was used, whereas in the May collection a sample
size of 100 fish was desired

Immediately upon capture the fish were

anesthetized with MS-222 , measured, cut open, and preserved in 10 percent formaldhyde .

Ind1vidual measurements of perc ent fullness w ere

made as well as an esti mate of percent fu llness of th e population .

The

ins tantaneous consumption rate w as obtained from the formula,
C = log P

1

- log P

0

+ d, and the amount of food consumed during a

time interval was calculated f r om the formula, It= CtSt .

The amount

of food consumed during a 24 hour period was calculated by summing
the amount of food consumed during 4 consecutive time intervals of 6
hours each .
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Measu rmg Stomach Contents

The stomach contents were measured by water d1splacement using
a tuberculin syrmge calibrated in lOOth of a cubic centimeter .
ments less than lOOth of a cub1c cent imeter we r e not readable .

MeasureTo

distinguish between completely empty stomachs and those w1th an
unmeasurably small amount of food the latter were automatically given
a stomach contents measurement of . 005 cub1c centlmeter .

Calculating Perc ent Fullness

The percent fullness of an indtVldual stomach was ca lculated
usmg the following formul a:
Percent fu llness

M~asurt::d

l:ilomach contents

Calculated stomach capacity
The percent fullness for the population was estimated using the
foll ow ing formula:
Percent fullness

Surnrnat1on of the indtvidual percent
fullness values expressed as a decimal
Number of individuals in the sample
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Length to Stomach Ca p acity R e l a tionship

Non -linear r egress i on model
Standard length and actual stomach capacity measurements
were obtained fo r 157 fish

A compute r pr og ram using the non-

linear r eg r ession model, Y = b

ox ox

2

1 2 3

• was tested on the d ata

coefficien t of d e t erminat ion (r 2 ) val ue of

700 was obtai ned .

A
The

curve gene r ated for expecte d stomach capaci ties was below most
of the actua l stomach capacities for s m a ll fish and on l y for th e
larger fish did the curve fall between the pomts on the scatt e r
di agram in Figure 1 .

Linear regression model
A plain regression model, Y = b +b 1 X , was t este d on the
0
data a nd although th e r 2 valu e ob t amed was slightl y b e tter ( 707) the
model w as judged biologi cally ina ppropriate s inc e fish less than 4 . 5
centi mete r s were given a neg a tive stomach capacity (Fig ur e 1) .

Means of length inter val classes
A third appr oach of obta ining a n expected stomach capacity
was to divide the sampl e int o l ength inte r vals of 1/2 cent1meter and
determine a mean stomach capacity fo r that inter val (Table I)

When

this was done it graphic a lly displayed th e inappropriateness of the

v

Non hnear r eg r t!.!nion
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Y: (. 003049083) (348. 1846)x (Z , 396b7l)xZ
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r : , 8J7

r-.8 4!
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,

1.0

u

.s
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s

s. •

5.5
Standard le n gth i n

F igu re I,

...

6.;

Centimet~:n

Leng th to stomach capacit y relatlonthip fo r the Bear Lake sculpin by
non - linea r and linea r r egression. E:ach dot r epreaentl ar:
individually meatu r ed tlomach capa.city, The b r oken horizontal
lines are the mea.na or the stomach capacities for 1/Z centimeter
intervall . The continuou1 curved hne aives the expected StOmach
capacity by non linear r eg r ettl.on, The continuous straight line ~;ives
the expec t ed stoma~::h capacit~· by linea r r eg r ession.

7.0

'·'

8 .•

8. 5

...

9.5
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Table 1

Means of actual stomach capacity measurements for
class intervals of 1/2 centimeters.

Class
Interval
(centimeters)

Sample
Size
(n)

Mean (Y)
(millilite r s)

Var iance

C onfidenc e
Interval s
05 level

4. 0- X 4. 5

13

. 063

. 00037 31

. 051 - Y - .075

4 . 5-X 5 0

22

. 091

. 0007 800

. 079-Y- . 103

5 . 0 - X 5. 5

23

129

. 0007901

. 117- y - . 141

5. 5 - X 6. 0

20

194

. 0090263

. 150-Y - . 238

6 0-X 6 5

20

. 238

. 0038874

. 209·Y- . 267

6. 5- X 7 . 0

24

. 366

. 0127280

. 3 18 - y - . 414

7 . 0-X 7 5

27

469

. 0105918

. 428 - Y- . 510

7 5-X 8. 0

20

609

0405295

. 5 15- Y-. 703

8 . 0-X 8 , 5

22

. 820

0012347

. 804 - y - . 836

8 . 5-X 9. 0

16

. 9 28

. 1436105

. 726- y - 1 13

9 0-X-9. 5

10

120

137 3333

812 - Y-1 43

l
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previous two models (F1gure I)

Curvilinear regression model
A final attempt to ht a mathematica l model to the data was
2
made using the quadratic formula Y=b +b 1 X+b X . An r squared value
0
2
of , 763 was obtamed and the generated cu rvilmear regression line
closely followed the means of the length interval classes as seen m
Figure 2

The last mathematical model was used to determme the

expected stomach capacity of any fish between 4-9 . 5 centimeters
For convenience a compute r program was run t o obtain the expected
stomach capacity of any fish between 4-9. 5 centimeters in increments
of 1 DOth of a centimeter.

Digestion stud1es
During the September digestion study the lake had a thermocline.
Fish for the study were captured at a depth of 27 meters where the
water temperatu re was 5. 5 C and lowered to 27 meters in 35 meters of
water

The instantaneous digestion rate was computed to be - 424

with a correlation coefficient (r) value of . 92 and an r 2 value of
. 85 (Figure 3)
During the December digestion study the l ake was isotherm a l
and the water temperature was 4 C.
were captured in 55 meters of water

Fish for the digestion study
In this study the imtial

sample determining the percent fullness of the population at the
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1

'

"

'

'
2

1

Figure 3.

2

3

4

5

6

Six hour
Time Intervals

Digestion study of Bear Lake sculpin conducted on Sept. 11
and 12 . 1969 Solid slopmg line represents the instantaneous
digestion rate . Each horizontal line r epresents the mean per
cent fullness of the sample
The ver tical lines r epresent the
95% conf1dence interval on the mean . B r oken line r epresents
a theoretical digestion rate .
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at the start of the digestiOn study was e limina ted .
selection of f i sh r esulted in the mean size of fish

An e rror In the
1n

this sam ple being

7 2 centimeters (6. 5 percent fullness) compa red to 6. 08 centim ete rs
(9 4 percent fullness) for the second sample .
Initially it was thought that by conve rtmg the a mount of food
to a percent fullness measurement it would be possible to use smaller
sampl e s because the amount eaten by larger fish would be better
equate d with the amount ea t en by small e r fish .

Th e sample taken on

Dec e mber 18, 1969, at 1450 is a good e xample .

A linear regression

between the length of fish and absolute quanti t y of food eaten gave a
correlation coefficient of

68 .

By conve r ting this to pe r cent fullness

the correla t10n coefficient was reduc e d to - . 12 .

(Figure 4) .

Howe ver

upon e x a minat10n of o ther s a mple s It was found that larger fish do not
always contain an appreciably greater amount than small e r fish, and
on a percent fu lln ess basis small e r fish Influence a sample mor e than
l a r ge r fish

The sample taken on September 18, l 969, at 2040 h ou rs

a good example .

IS

A lmear r eg r ession between length of fish and

quantity of food in the s tom ach gave a correlation coefficient value of
- . 13 .

T hi s can for all practical purposes be consid e r ed no correlation

a t a l l.

When the contents of the s tomac h we re con verted to a percent

fullness measurement the correlation coefficient was -. 6 7 _ Although
it is not a good correlati on there is quite a difference between the two
as seen in Figur e 5,
Table 2 provides a comparis o n between the stomach contents
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Table 2.

Comparison between the stomach contents treated on an absolute quantity basis and
converted to a percent fullness measurement,

Sept. 17, 18, 1969

21 15
0330
0922
1640
20 40

Sept. 17, 18, 1969

2 115
0330
0922
1640
2040

Mean Length
of fish

Mean
full
12,
7.
13 .
19 .
12

6. 11
6. 20
6. 7 9
7 . 56
6.23

2
8
0
9
6

. 95 confidence interval
on stomach contents in
cc

.
.
.
,
.

012-X- .
012-X-.
018-X-.
08 3-X - .
018-X-

034
024
054
1 23
032

'l'o

. 95 Confidence interval
on mean percent full
.069-X-.
. 049-X-.
. 056-X-.
. 1 55-X-.
. 074-X- .

175
107
204
243
178

. 95 conf. int . on
mean '7o full converte d
to cubic centimeter s.
Stomach ca p . for mean
length of fish used
. 015-X-.
. 011-X- .
. 019-X- .
. 083 -X- .
.0 17- X - .

Mean stomach contents in
cubic centimeters

038
025
0 70
130
042

.
.
.
'
'

023
0 18
036
1 03
025

r value for
linear regress-

ion between
length and '7o
full
-.
-.
-.
-.
-,

48
29
66
32
67

r value for
linear regression between
length and
absolute quantity
.
.
.
'
-.

34
41
30
14
13

Table 2.

Continued

Dec. 18, 19, 1969

0935
1 450
2100
0335
0953

Dec. 18, 19, 1969

0935
1450
2 1 00
0335
0953

Mean Length
of fish

Mean%
full
I 0.
16.
7.
6
12 .

6 . 85
6. 94
6. 7 3
7 . 29
6 .75

2
I

3
0
0

. 95 confidence interval
on stomach contents in
cc

.
.
.
.
.

025-X - .
046-X-.
016-X - .
018 - X -.
029-X-.

047
088
036
032
045

. 95 Confidence interval
on mean percent full
.
.
.
.
.

069-X-.
IZZ-X-.
047-X-.
036-X - .
089 - X-.

Mean stomach contents in
cubic centimeters

135
ZOO
099
084
151

. 95 conf. int. on
mean "/o full converted
to cubic centimeters.
Stomach cap. for mean
length of fish used
. 024-X-. 048
. 046 -X- . 075
. 0 16- X - . 033
017-X-. 039
. 030 - X-. 050

. 036
• 067
. 026
. 025
. 037

r value for
linea r regression between
length and "/r
full
-.
-.
-.
-.
-.

29
12
32
45
65

r value for
linear regression between
length and
absolute quantity
. 32
. 68
. 20
. 26
. 04
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treated on an absolute qua ntity basis and converted to a percent
fullness measurement along with the correlation coefficients for
the linear regre ssions for collections in September and December .
It should be noticed that in all cases by converting to a percent
fullne ss basis the slope of the regression line switched from positive
to negative which means that more weight was given to the amount
of food m smaller fish than to the amount of food in larger fish .
Including the initia l December sample in the calculattons gave
an instantaneous digestion rate of- . 097 wtth an r

2

value of . 36

With the initial sample eliminated the instantaneous digestion rate
was -. 214 with an r value of

94 and a.n r 2 value of. 88 (Figure 6).

The latter instantaneous digestion rate was used to compute the
consumption rates for December.
During the May dtgestion study the lake was isothermal at a
temperature of 4 C.
and 61 meters .

Fish for this study were captured between 55

The instantaneous digestion rate was computed to be

- 236 wtth an r value of

9 5 and an r

2

value of . 90 (Figure 7).

It

should be noted that the instantaneous digestion rates are almost the
same for both December and May with the same water temperature .
For a comparison of the three digestion studies attention ts
called to Table 3

Food cons umption rate studies
The total food consumption for a 24 hour period was calculated
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Fig ure 6.

Digestion study of the Bear Lake sculpin conducted on
December 6 and 7, I 969. Line A repres ents the
instantaneous digestion r ate with all samples included .
Line B represents the instantaneous digestion rate with
the initial sample e liminated . T h e hor izontal lines
repre sent the mean percent fullness of the sam pl e. The
vertica l lines represent the . 95 confidence interval on the
mean.
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Ftgure 7 .

Digestion study of the Bear Lake Sculpm conducte d
on May 8 and 9. 1970 . The honzontal lines
repres ent the mean percent fullness of the sample .
The vertical lines repr esent the . 95 confidence
interval on the mean
The slanting line is the
instantaneous digestion rate.
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to be 22 . 2 percent of stomach capacity in September, 10 2 percent
in December, and 6.14 percent in M ay .

Table 4 gives a compa ns on

of the calculated consumption rates during consecutive samples .
A negati ve consumption r ate w as gene r ated wh enever the computed
in stan t aneous d1ge stion rate w a s not suffic ient to account for the
diffe rence b etween th e percent fullness a t the beginning of a t1me
period and a lower percent fullness at the end of the time period .
The population did not a ppear to be feeding and the digest10n rate
was not sufficiently h1gh to account fo r the d1fference in percent fullness between two consecutive samples.

When the s a mple a t the end of

a lime period w as l arger than the sam ple at the begmning of the time
pe ri od a negati ve consumption rate was n o t computed .

Feed1ng c r onolog y
From the data available 1t a pp ea rs that the Bear Lake sculpin
feeds du ring daylight, r eaches a peak 1n percent fullness in late afternoon and does not feed during darkness
fullness m easu rem e nts for th e thr ee
measur e the food consumpti on rates

Figu r e 8 gives the percent

~'-hou r

collections used to

Negative food consumptions

d eve l o p ed durmg p e riods of d a rkness o r du ring periods encom pass ing
decr easing light intensities

Table 3.

Results of digestion studies conducted on Sept
and May 8 and 9, 1970 (M).

Time
Interval

Mean Length
of Fish
D
s

1
2
3
4
5
6

Inter val

2
3
4
5
6

6 . 38
6. 94
6 . 20
7. 01
7 . 46
6.42

7.20
6. 08
6 . 73
6 . 52
6 . 51

Mean Percent
Fullness
D
s

M
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.

07
06
II
26
06

18 .
19.
18 .
6
6.
?..

8
6
0
4
5
3

6.
9
7.
7.
4.

. 95 Confidence Interval on the Mean
Percent Fullness
S
D
M
14.
13.
8.
3.
2.
- l.

8-X-22.8
l - X-26. I
4-X-27. 6
5-X- 9 . 3
4-X-10 . 6
l-X- 5. 7

4. 3-X-8 . 7
6. 2-X -1 2. 6
4. 5-X - 9. 7
4 . 9 - X-9. 3
2 . 6-X-6. 6

4. 6-X-8. 4
2 . 6 -X-7 . 6
3 . 0 - X-7 . 1
1 , 7-X-5.3
!.3-X-3 . 8

5
9
I
I
6

ll a nd 12, 1969 (S); Dec . 6 and 7, 1969 (D);

Range of Percent Fullness in Sample
D
M
s

M

6.
5.
5
3.
2.

10. 2 - 28. I
5. 4-29. I
4. 5-52 I
0 . 0-12.8
0 . 0-13.0
0 . 0-15. 0

5
I
0
5
6

Number of fish
in Sample
S
D
M
!0
10
10
10
9
!0

20
19
19
20
20

71
45
45
29
43

0.0-!6 . 0
0 . 0-23 3
0. 0-19.4
0 . 0 - 16 . 3
0 . 0-17.2

Number of fish with
empty stomachs
S
D
M
0
0
0
2
2
7

2
2
3
5

29
24
20
14
26

O. 0-23. I

o. 0-36 . 0
0 . 0 -2 3 . 0
0 . 0-20 . 6
0. 0-16 . 4

o/o of sample with
empty stomachs
S
D
M
0
0
0
20
22
70

10
I0
5
15
25

41
53
44
48
60

""'

0

Table 3 .

Time
Interval

Continued

No. of fish with less
than . 0 I cc in stomach

s

0

3
4

0

5

0

6

of fish with less
than . 0 I c c in stomac h

o/c of fish with empty
stomachs or less than
. 01 m stomach
M
s
D

M

s

D

15

0

5

21

0

15

62

2

6

0

10

13

0

21

67

2

12

10

10

27

I0

16

71

2

8

0

10

28

20

25

76

12

0

5

28

2.2

30

88

D

0
2

a;,

I0

Iv!

Table 4 .

24-hour Consumption Rate Study of the Bear Lake Sculpin.

September l7 and 18, 1969
A

B

2115

c

0330

7.8

0922

13 . 0

1 640

19 . 9

204 0

12 . 6

~

A

B

0950

10 . 2

. 850
~03 3

c
. 671

2
1505

. 935

A=
B=
C=
D=

D

12 . 2
~02 3

M ay 2 and 3 , 1970

De cember 18 and 19, 1969
D

~

2115

7 3

0350

1, , 0

IOOB

12 . 0

576
01B

13. 6
~5

. 907

B

0700

5. 8

1 300

6. 2

1900

7. 1

0 100

B. 6

0700

5. 5

B. 6

16 .

9.4

A

-6. 2
. 1
7. 7

Time sample was taken
Mean percent fullness of stomachs of sample
In stantan eous consumption rate between consecunve samples
Amount of food consumed (in percent fullness of stomachs) during consecutive
sampl es .

c

D

. 304

l.B

. 37 5

2. 5

. 42B

3. 4

~224

-1. 5
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Sept. 17 and 18, 1969
'20

I
II

• (20)

. 15
• (10)

• (20)

• (19)

. I0

• (20)
. 05

.20

1800
Dec

1200

0600

2400
18 and 19, 1969

1800

• (20)

• 15

• (20)
.<:
u

• 10

. ( 19)

8

, (20)
• (20)

~ . 05

....0
Ul
Ul

.E"

:;

""c
~

"'
11."

12 00
May 2 and 3, 1970

20

1800

0600

2400

• LS

. 10

• (I 00)

• (I 0 0 )

. 05

0600
Figure 8,

• (65)

12 00

. (95)
• (49)

18 00
Time of Day

2400

0600

24-hour Percent fullness of stomach values of the Bear Lake sculpi n
used to measure the food consumption r ates. Each dot r e present s
the mean percent fullness of stomach for a sample of fish , Numbe r
in parenthesis represents number of fish in sample.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

Effect on handling on digestion r ate
Fish use d in the digest1on studies were captured a t 27 meters
in September and between 55 and 6 1 meters m Decemb e r and May usmg
a bottom trawl

lt is not known w hethe r th ere w as any effect on the

d1g est10n r ate because o f the change m pressure c ause d by br ingmg
the hsh to the surface

Durmg the Septembe r and December d1gestion

studies there was little mortahty but during the May digesuon study
mortality was heavy.

In May there was more crowdmg in the holding

container for a longer p riod of t ime s1nce 4 trawls were nectssary
to increase the sample SlZe .

Sculpm secrete a slime wh1ch m1ght

interfe re with r espiratJOn by coatmg the gills .

Handhng does not

appear t o hav e much effect on sculp1n since larger sculp1n were feedmg
on small sculpin in the holding tank and h ad to be eliminated from
some samples

V a lu e of percent fullness
An r val ue of 0. 87 w as obtamed i n th e p rogram selected for
expressmg the relationship between standard length and stomach capacity.
Because it i s doubtful that a hsh would feed until just prior to the
bursting of its stomach the es t1ma ted stomach ca pae1ty measurement in
itself has no value

The expected stomac h cd.pauty is merely used to

compa r e the amount of food 1n fish regardless of s1ze , by conve rting
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the absolute quantity to a percent fullness measurement
1t was thought that larger fish eat more than smaller fish

Imtt.tlly
Converting

the absolute amount of food to a percent fullness measurement would
make it pes sible to use smaller samples sine e different stze ftsh would
be put on a more comparab l e basis.

Howeve r (T able 2 ) larger sculpin

do not always contain enough food to justify converting values to a
percent fullness basis, since thts reverses the situation and gtves more
weight to the amount of food m small fish .

If sample size is &ufftctently

large and care is taken to msure that hsh of all lengths are mcluded,
there would be an advantage in using percent fullness smce th1s would
enable comparisons with othe r species of fish.

It is poss1ble that there

was not enough size difference between the largest and sma llest
sculpin used in the study to make the statement "that larger flsh eat
mor e than s m a ller fish " vahd

Another poss1bility would be that

since Bear Lake is rather unp r oductive and the slZe of the food o r g a ntsms
is small, larger fish do not have enough t1me to accumulate larger
amounts .

Vahdity of digestion rates
Because the instantaneous consum ption r ate is calculated using
the instantaneous digestion rate it is critical that an a ccurate est i mate
of the instantaneous digestion r ate be obtained.

By computing a

hnear regression hne of the mea n percent fullness of the samples
through time , slight differences in the d1ges t10n r ate between the samples
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can be averaged out over the whole time period.

However the r value

obtained when this is done does not give an estimate of how close the
estimated digestion rate approx1mates the actual digestion rate, but
only how well the regression line fits the estimated percent fullness
measurements.

How close the estimated percent fullness measurements

reflect the actual percent fullness of the population, and how a change
in the estimated percent fullness would effect the computation of the
instantaneous digestion rate and ultimately the 24-hour consumption
rate remains unanswered.
In the September digestion study the mean p e r cent fullness of the
population was computed by sampling at six time intervals and a . 95
confidence interval placed on the means .

However the s l ope of the

linear regression line could be different if other percent fullness
measurements had been obta1ned, even though these measu r ements were
in the . 95 confidence interval.

To see how much the digestion rate

would be altered by diffe r ent percent fullness measurements, six
different points r epresenting the mean percent fu lln ess of the
population were chosen.

These p oints were within the . 95 confidence

interval of the original mean percent fullness measurem e nts obtained
by sampling .
(Figure 3).

This produced an r value of . 99 and an r

2

value of . 99

Even though this represents a perfect fit it is not a more

valid estimate of the instantaneous digestion rate than that computed.

Because the confidence interval on the sample me ans is large the
regression line can assume many positions and the computed
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Instantaneous digestion rate may not be identical to the actual
instantaneous digestion rate.
The instantaneous digestion rate calculated wlth the obse rved
percent fullness measurements was -. 424 compared to - . 27 3
c a lculated by the theoretical percent fullness measurements.

The

obse rved 24-hour consumption rate was calculated to be 22.2 percent
of stomach capacity for every fish in the population compared to 14. 4
percent of stomach capacity for the theo r otical percent fullness measure•
ments.

The difference of 7 . 8 percent of stomach capacity for each

individual fish in the population would account for a l a rge difference
in the amount of food consumed .

Including empty stomachs in digestlon study
During the May digest10n study the population a ppea red to be
feeding ve r y little (T able 3). but it does not seem that this would effect
the computed instantaneous digestion rate .

By including empty

stomachs the initial value of percent fullness if lowered .

II it is

assumed that . inttially approximately the same percentage of empty
stomachs was included in each sample, then the change in the percent
fullness was due to digestion, and a change in the percent of empty
stomachs with time was due to an emptying by digestion.

Since there

appe a rs to be a gradual increase in the percent of empty stomachs
with each sample this seems a vahd assU<!'lption .

When the fish with
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l ess than . 01 .. uLic centimeter of food in the stomach and the fish
with empty stomachs are combined the relationship is even stronger
(Table 3).

Value of study
A lth ough there is too large a vanance in estimating the percent
fullness of a sample for fme measurements on the population, it
does appear that this method can be used to point out trends m feeding
mtensity

Unless larger Hsh in othe r s1tuat10ns eat considerably

more than smaller flsh, the vanance associated with estimating
the percent fullness of a sample and the size of the sample reqmred
to give an accurate es timate will llmit the usefulness of this techmque .
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

The primary objectives of the study were to first, determine the
relationship between standard length and stomach capacity, second;
determ1ne the mstantaneous d1gestion rate at d1fferent seasons, and
thud, to dete rmme the food consumption rate durmg a 24 hour
p e riod.
A cur v llinear regress10n model Y=botb 1 Xb 2 X

2

was used to

determine an expected stomach capaclty for any size Bear Lake sculpin
between 4-9 . 5 centimeters

Stomach contents w ere then converted

to a percent fullness basis

The change in percent fullness with time

was used to compute an instantaneous d1gest10n rate by plottmg a linear
regress10n between the natural log of the percent fullness and time
intervals between samples

The mstan taneo us consumption rate was

computed by the formula C=log P 1 - log P 0 +d, and the amount of food
consumed dunng a time interval was computed from the formula
lt=CtSt.

The 24 hour consumption rate was determmed by summ1ng the

consumption rates of 4 consecutive time intervals of 6 hours each ,
Studies in September, December, and May gave instantaneous
d1gestion rates of- . 424, - . 214, and-. 236; and total food consumption
rate,; uf 22. 2, 10 .2 and 6 . 1 pt:rcent of stomach capaClty for each
individual fish in the populat10n .
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